This paper has two halves. First, I piece together what we know about Margaret Thatcher’s training and employment as a scientist. She took science subjects at school; she studied chemistry at Oxford, arriving during World War II and coming under the influence (and comment) of two excellent women scientists, Janet Vaughan and Dorothy Hodgkin. She did a fourth-year dissertation on X-ray crystallography of gramicidin just after the war. She then gathered four years’ experience as a working industrial chemist, at British Xylonite Plastics and at Lyons. Second, my argument is that, having lived the life of a working research scientist, she had a quite different view of science from that of any other minister responsible for science. This is crucial in understanding her reaction to the proposals—associated with the Rothschild reforms of the early 1970s—to reinterpret aspects of science policy in market terms. Although she was strongly pressured by bodies such as the Royal Society to reaffirm the established place of science as a different kind of entity—one, at least at core, that was unsuitable to marketization—Thatcher took a different line.
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Did it matter that Margaret Thatcher, three times British prime minister, staunch opponent of socialism, fervid proponent of markets rather than governments as the agents of choice and change, had trained and worked as a research scientist? In the immense literature on Thatcher and Thatcherism, no author emphasizes, or even discusses in any depth, the connection between Thatcher, scientist, and Thatcher, politician.¹ This paper reviews the evidence for a connection, and offers an interpretation of an important episode in the formation of British science policy, that, I argue, has broad repercussions for how historians might revise the understandings of a shift in twentieth-century political and economic history. In particular, I propose an event that, among others, provided an early concrete moment when Margaret Thatcher demonstrably chose to adopt a market-based solution running strongly against official advice and precedent. An early commentary on Thatcherism remarked that the ‘great mystery’ was ‘how and when the transformation [of Thatcher into a Thatcherite] took place’.² Commentators since then have substantially explained the transformation by appealing to the extraordinary and sudden salience of neo-liberal
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economic ideas in the context of the political upheavals of the early 1970s. Yet sociology of knowledge, and sociology of scientific knowledge in particular, has shown that ideas rarely, if ever, have such agency alone. This paper suggests an alternative model, in which concrete policy choices raise the questions that are only subsequently, and secondarily, abstracted and ratified in economic argument.

The paper proceeds in two distinct halves. First, I set out what we know about Thatcher’s scientific training and employment in science-based industries. Second, I focus on a critical decision taken on UK science policy in 1971, when Thatcher was Secretary of State for Education, and therefore the minister holding the science brief. The decision was made against the background of both long-running rumbling concerns about agricultural research as well as a more specific, sharp intervention from Lord Rothschild, director of the Centre Policy Review Staff. I do not examine, here, science under Thatcher’s premiership.

Biographers of Margaret Thatcher sing in unison on the topic of Thatcher, scientist: while she studied chemistry for four years at Oxford University, completing a research dissertation under an exceptionally gifted scientist, followed by three years of research in innovative industrial laboratories, the chemistry always came a distant second to her political ambition. The years spent over the laboratory desk are hastily sketched, even in the longest, multi-volume biographies, in the biographers’ hurry to reach the ‘real’ politics. There are two dissonant voices in this choir. One, curiously enough, is Thatcher herself. I discuss passages of her autobiography below. The other is the political journalist Hugo Young, whose biography, One of us (1989), in a genre where balance and scholarly virtue are often hard to find, has won praise from historians. ‘The chemistry was important’, he argues; Young draws on the judgement of Dorothy Hodgkin, Thatcher’s Oxford tutor, to suggest two ways in which a training in science shaped Thatcher the politician:

What, according to the Nobel Laureate, does the study of chemistry do to a person’s mind? ‘I think it should interest you in the problems of finding out as much as you can about the way we work, the way matter is put together. And it should give you an interest in using the results.’

This blueprint for the practical mind, a marriage between speculative and empirical habits, is one which as a politician Mrs. Thatcher consistently made much of. She retained a genuine interest in science, which Dorothy Hodgkin concedes. It equipped her, says the professor, to take serious decisions on scientific matters and ‘to see what scientists are doing’. In the politician, her lack of any outstanding scientific talent was less significant than her rare capacity to understand the scientific mind at all.

While I am agnostic over whether training in chemistry did indeed give students a peculiarly ‘practical mind’, I do find Hodgkin’s second insight highly suggestive. By living the mundane, material, practical life of the working researcher, Thatcher’s view of science was as an insider, who knew, as ethnographers of the laboratory have confirmed, that nothing extraordinary was going on. I will argue that it did indeed matter that Thatcher had known at first hand what it was ‘to see what scientists are doing’.

THE EDUCATION OF MISS MARGARET ROBERTS

Above the motto ‘cherish freedom’, the coat of arms of Margaret Thatcher shows two supporting figures. On the left is an admiral of the fleet, representing the Falklands War,
which had transformed an unprecedentedly unpopular prime minister into a globally recognized figure. On the right is Isaac Newton. The natural philosopher represents the influence of her birthplace, the town of Grantham, near Newton’s family home at Woolsthorpe, rather more than his presence records the influence of science. Margaret Roberts was born in Grantham in 1925, the second daughter in a strict Methodist household in which her father was the dominant figure. Later, at university, she would irritate her fellow students with constant talk about ‘Daddy’, a shopkeeper and town mayor; later still, she would not mention her mother at all in her Who’s Who entry.

Margaret attended the local grammar school, Kesteven and Grantham Girls’ School. In her sixth form she elected to narrow her studies to chemistry, biology and mathematics. Her biographers record that she chose chemistry because it ‘suited her practical bent of mind’ and had ‘good employment prospects’, but mostly because she was ‘inspired by the excellent teaching of the chemistry mistress at Kesteven, Miss Kay’. The importance of mentors for women choosing science as a career is well documented for this period. Margaret Roberts applied to Oxford to read chemistry. Her earliest biographer, the Daily Mail journalist Russell Lewis, suggests that because ‘there were few women’s colleges and therefore fewer places...she seems to have decided rather coolly and calculatingly that for a girl Chemistry was the best examination bet.’ Later biographers have repeated this charge. Lewis speculates, too, with no evidence, that there ‘was also the attraction of invading and succeeding in what was considered a man’s domain.’

She arrived at Somerville College, Oxford, in autumn 1943. Chemistry was Oxford’s largest undergraduate school (although numbers dipped, as they did for all subjects, during the war), and indeed it was the largest of these in the country. She would have seen excellent facilities (such as the new physical chemistry laboratory opened in 1941), probably heard talk of the penicillin work of Florey and Chain, and certainly seen wartime air raid shelters and fire patrols. Interpretations of Thatcher’s work at Oxford have been decisively shaped by assessments put on the public record by two senior women scientists at Somerville. Dame Janet Vaughan, the haematologist, radiologist and principal of the college, damns with faint praise: ‘She was a perfectly adequate chemist. I mean nobody thought anything of her. She was a perfectly good second-class chemist, a beta chemist.’ Vaughan knew very well that her young charge was highly active in the Oxford University Conservative Association, and stood out in contrast to the progressive left collegial style that Vaughan epitomized and encouraged. Margaret Roberts sat examinations at the end of the third year, but, as was traditional in Oxford, she did not find out the results until after the completion of a fourth-year dissertation. By then she was increasingly being supervised by Dorothy Hodgkin. The X-ray crystallographer was in the midst of career-defining work on the structure of penicillin when Margaret read essays to Hodgkin at the latter’s home. ‘I came to rate her as good’, Hodgkin recalled; ‘One could always rely on her producing a sensible, well-read essay.’

Early in World War II, chemists in the Soviet Union had identified antibiotic properties in the bacterially derived substance gramicidin S. Richard Synge brought crystalline gramicidin S from Leningrad to London for use in work that deployed his and Archer Martin’s new technique of partition chromatography. From London some crystals were passed westward to Hodgkin in Oxford. Hodgkin in turn passed them to a refugee German postgraduate, Gerhardt Schmidt, in her laboratory. Thatcher’s fourth-year dissertation research was an investigation of the structure of gramicidin S, guided by Schmidt and Hodgkin.
All of her biographers agree that the future Mrs Thatcher devoted her free time to politics rather than science, and even regretted her choice of undergraduate study. One repeated anecdote has her walking with a friend at graduation in 1947 saying, ‘You know, I oughtn’t to have read chemistry. I should have read law. That’s what I need for politics. I shall have to go and read law now.’ 23 Another repeatedly recalled incident, at an unspecified date, but presumably during her undergraduate years, was a conversation between the young scientist and Norman Winning, the Recorder, or municipal clerk, of her hometown, who had a Cambridge natural sciences degree. Winning advised her to continue with chemistry as a means to getting into law as a patent lawyer. 24 All these anecdotes serve to prepare the narrative for the next stage in Thatcher’s career, her training and employment as a lawyer in the later 1950s.

Nevertheless, Margaret Thatcher did not use chemistry as a stepping stone to patent law (she specialized, indeed, in tax law), nor did she immediately retrain. Instead, her next three years were spent as a full-time research chemist.25 The Oxford University Appointments Committee, a clearing-house or agency for industrial firms to find Oxford graduates, set up a series of interviews for Margaret in 1947. She was interviewed by British Xylonite (BX) Plastics early in the year, and was offered a post. Thatcher comments in her autobiography:

> Very few people greatly enjoy the early stages of a new job, and in this I was no exception. It had been understood when we originally discussed the position that it would involve my being in effect Personal Assistant to the Research and Development Director. I had been looking forward to this because I thought it would allow me to get to know more of how the company as a whole operated and also to use the talents I had, over and above my knowledge of chemistry. But on my arrival it was decided that there was not enough to do in that capacity and so I found myself donning my white coat again and immersing myself in the wonderful world of plastics. 26

BX had its roots in the beginnings of plastics industries in east London in the 1860s and 1870s.27 As the company expanded its range of goods moulded from cellulose nitrate plastic sheet (‘British Xylonite’), it expanded east into the Essex countryside near Manningtree, building a new factory and even a company village. When Margaret Roberts, along with six other graduate scientists, joined the company in 1947 it was under a new wave of expansion, including a new Research and Development Section. 28 The details of her work at BX are unclear, beyond the ironic knowledge that she joined a union, the Association for Scientific Workers, and that her work had a focus on the development of methods of attaching polyvinyl chloride to metals. 29 Although there might have been no such thing as society, there was such a thing as glue.

In 1949 Margaret Roberts had her first big political break: she was adopted as a parliamentary candidate for the constituency of Dartford. Although only across the Thames estuary as the crow flies, the journey from Essex through central London and out along the Kentish coast was too far to make employment at BX compatible with political campaigning. She sought and found a second science job: as a food research chemist at the Cadby Hall, Hammersmith, London, headquarters of the cakes and teashop business J. Lyons & Co. Again the details of the research work are hard to confirm. Young describes it as ‘testing the quality of cake-fillings and ice-cream’. 30 Campbell adds ‘pie-fillings’.31 She certainly researched saponification, a chemical process named after, but not necessarily implying, soap making. 32 Thatcher herself records that the work had ‘a
stronger theoretical side . . . which made it more satisfying than my position at BX had been’, which suggests more than mere quality control.\(^{35}\) An oft-told anecdote in British left circles associates Thatcher with the invention of soft ice cream, which added air, lowered quality and raised profits. Lyons certainly worked on this new product, but there is no firm evidence that Thatcher directly assisted in its invention.

General elections were held in the UK in 1950 and 1951. Margaret Roberts contested Dartford both times, cutting the Labour majority significantly in what was a safe Labour seat. By the end of 1951 she was married to Denis Thatcher, a manager of a paints business (the chemistry in this romance was literally, although only partly, chemistry\(^{34}\)). Photographs of her in a white coat were produced as part of the 1951 campaign, and they illustrate how her professional life as a working scientist was seen by her political agent as providing a positive image (see figure 1). Their existence means that Hugo Young’s summary of the contribution of Thatcher’s scientific employment to her political career must be slightly qualified:

These two jobs, lasting barely three years in all, constitute the totality of Margaret Thatcher’s first-hand contact with the world of commerce and industry. . . . In any case, prime minister Thatcher never tried to make political capital out of these fugitive involvements. They were incidental to her political ambition and she has never pretended otherwise. They made her a living, while she devoted most of her psychic energy to the greater and more glamorous task.\(^{35}\)

Nevertheless, Young’s main point is that these jobs were incidental; or, in other words, Thatcher the politician owed nothing to Thatcher, scientist. Other biographers agree.\(^{36}\)

In 1951, Thatcher resigned from Lyons, starting a family with Denis and revising for her bar examinations. In her own words she chose tax law rather than patent law because the ‘opportunities [in the latter] were very limited’.\(^{37}\) She served a series of six-month pupillages before gaining tenancy at 5 New Square in Lincoln’s Inn.\(^{38}\) She passed her final exams in December 1953, was called to the Bar, and joined chambers in January.

Figure 1. Margaret Thatcher as research scientist. A publicity photograph taken for the 1951 election campaign.
In 1959 she won the seat of Finchley, in North London, and so joined Parliament as a Conservative MP. From 1961 to 1964, under Harold Macmillan and Sir Alec Douglas-Home, Thatcher served as a junior minister in the department of pensions. When the conservatives were ousted by Harold Wilson’s Labour party in 1964, Margaret Thatcher had to spend six years out of government, in opposition.

MARKETS AND SCIENCE

In the twentieth century, most science, including most UK science, was done in firms that were responding to market forces. (Margaret Thatcher, an industrial food chemist, is a more ‘typical’ twentieth-century scientific figure than Albert Einstein.) So the reforms proposed in 1971 by Victor, Lord Rothschild, which called for market forces—government patrons as ‘customers’, research communities as ‘contractors’—to shape government-funded science policy, were in one sense a matter of mere emphasis. Outside, industrial science—most science—would continue as before. Likewise, an inner pocket of science, variously conceived as ‘basic’, ‘pure’, ‘academic’, ‘curiosity-driven’, or just very cheap, was not called upon to justify its continuation through an appeal to a market. (Note that this is certainly not saying that such research was not shaped by contextual forces, including market ones. Indeed, the category of ‘basic research’ was mobilized by Vannevar Bush in *Science: the endless frontier* (1945), at the culmination of mid-century militarization of science. By 1959 the case for state funding of basic research was being vigorously promoted by sometime RAND Corporation consultant Richard Nelson.40 Indeed, Mirowski and Sent describe the category of basic research as a Cold War artefact.41) In this sense, the Rothschild reforms were an argument about where the boundary between research governed primarily by market forces and research governed primarily by wise expert guidance should lie. Nevertheless, it was precisely because this boundary was a fault line between the two regimes that it generated such seismic controversy.

Both sides could view the controversy as a slippery slope. Opponents of Rothschild could see the argument as the first step towards a more general marketization of science policy. Likewise, proponents of the reforms might agree. In fact a more satisfying account of the controversy acknowledges that actors’ positions and arguments changed as the controversy developed. In this process, arguments that were first seen to have a merely local or specific purchase were recognized as having broader significance. I will suggest that intervention of Thatcher, minuted by some of the subtlest professional documenters of their time, can be interpreted thus. Before we get there, however, we need a grasp of the Rothschild controversy.

When the conservatives returned to power in 1970, the new prime minister, Edward Heath, appointed Margaret Thatcher his Secretary of State for Education and Science. He also sought a ‘quiet revolution’ in the structure of government: the formation of large rationally ordered departments, new vigorous institutions of policy analysis, and, third, a ‘central capability unit’ that took a long-term view.42 Historian Peter Hennessy summarizes the rationale for this ‘Think Tank’:

Heath had been irritated by Whitehall’s tendency to produce conflicting data which blurred the process of decision-making as ministers haggled over facts and their interpretation. This most rational prime minister wanted the Think Tank to produce a common data base before Cabinet or Cabinet Committee met to find a solution.43
The label ‘Think Tank’ originated in the press, but it is apt: the Central Policy Review Staff (CPRS), to give it its full title, would stand to the UK government as RAND, in its early days, stood to the United States Air Force, as the preferred source of expert scrutiny and source of innovative policy ideas.\(^{44}\) The CPRS was not a vendor in a free marketplace of ideas, because it did not compete with similar bodies. In this sense, Heath’s restructuring of government was no ‘revolution’ but a culmination of the trend towards dirigiste big government, informed by efficiently channelled rational expertise, and adapted for British Cabinet government.

The CPRS was designed to do a blend of ‘quick-dash productions’, keeping its staff involved with the issues of the day, as well as ‘long-term policy reviews’, or ‘routine punctuated by orgies’ as one wag put it; other summaries of the CPRS include: to ‘sabotage the over-smooth running of the machinery of government’, to ‘attempt a synoptic view of politics… Try to devise a more rational system of decision-making between competing programmes’, and, in a humorous nod to its Cold War forebears, ‘think the unthinkable, but always wear a dark suit when presenting the results.’\(^{45}\) It was staffed by a mixture of Whitehall insiders and outsiders, and was led by Lord Rothschild.

The name of Victor, third Baron Rothschild, had been suggested by the Cabinet Secretary, Burke Trend, ‘who had long been worried about ministers’ abilities to take complicated decisions on science policy.’\(^{46}\) Rothschild’s inheritance had included scientific pursuits as well as independent wealth. His uncle, Walter, second Lord Rothschild, had built up the immense collection of bird skins at Tring; Victor’s father, Charles Rothschild, had combined minding the bank with natural history; and Victor’s sister, Miriam, enjoyed a long career as an entomologist and field parasitologist.\(^{47}\) Victor Rothschild, however, rejected the field for the laboratory. His gametological studies began at Trinity College, Cambridge. A 1935 dissertation on the biophysics of frog sperm and eggs won him a fellowship to King’s College, although he felt himself ‘lucky’ to be awarded it.\(^{48}\) (An insecurity over whether his achievements reflected talent or wealth surfaced more than once in his working life.\(^{49}\) In 1937, he gave away Tring, bird skins and all, to the Natural History Museum, London.

During World War II, Rothschild put the delicate skills developed in the dissection of frogs’ eggs to good use, leading a small anti-sabotage unit of the Security Service (unit BI(c) of MI5) that intercepted and dismantled bombs hidden in shipping cargo.\(^{50}\) In the July 1945 general election, Clement Attlee’s Labour party was swept to power, ousting Churchill, and promising the building of a New Jerusalem in the form of the full-scale welfare state. Four months later, Rothschild joined the victorious party. Labour peers were few and far between, and Lord Rothschild was soon appointed to official tasks. In particular, from 1948 to 1958 he served as chair of the Agricultural Research Council (ARC).

In 1959 Rothschild joined the petroleum giant Shell, becoming director of Shell’s UK research programmes from 1960, and research director of the Royal Dutch-Shell Group of companies from 1965. Surprisingly, this commercial experience was not directly relevant to his appointment as leader of the CPRS. An intense job search took place in the autumn of 1970, as Heath’s new administration sought to set up the institutions key to changing the British political landscape. The think tank must be, wrote one insider, ‘the highest political priority of this Parliament… [in order] to see that by 1974 there has been a major change in the whole spectrum of Government activities.’\(^{51}\) This insider listed seven characteristics that any leader of the think tank must have, none of which were experience of the private sector, and suggested the candidates Charles L. Schultze (former director of the Bureau of the Budget, then at the Brookings Institution) and Thomas O. Paine, the NASA
administrator and a former director of General Electric’s TEMPO think tank at Santa Barbara. The short list included Claud Richard Ross, a professor of economics and Vice Chancellor of the University of East Anglia; Ralph Turvey, joint deputy chairman of the National Board for Prices and Incomes; Robert Braithwaite Marshall, a senior civil servant at the Ministry of Power; Hugh Ford, a mechanical engineer at Imperial College; Christopher McMahon, a high-flier at the Bank of England; and Ian Fraser, a journalist, banker and businessman. This was a list that did not draw, apart from Fraser, from the best of private business. Lord Jellicoe, the minister overseeing the civil service, blackballed several names: Marshall was ‘a little on the old side’, Ford lacked ‘experience’, Fraser was ‘a little over-ambitious and perhaps over-abrasive’, and the ‘days of real usefulness’ of an alternative, the chief government scientist Solly Zuckerman, ‘an old and valued friend’, were ‘numbered’. McMahon and Ross, the first and second choices, respectively, said no. Only then did Rothschild’s name circulate, and within days he had said yes.

Rothschild’s formally started work on 1 February 1971. The proposed research had ten items, from the very general (‘definition of major Government objectives’) to the specific (‘Concorde’). Item seven read:

> What are the objectives of Government Research and Development? What resources should be devoted to achieving each objective? How should these resources be divided intramurally and extramurally? Is the present system, including the Research Councils, the best one for achieving the Government’s R&D objectives; and, if not, what improvements, could be made?

This item won the specific praise of Burke Trend, who sent a minute to the prime minister saying that ‘R&D represents an area of enquiry which is very badly in need of co-ordination’, and although the chief scientific officer (in other words, Zuckerman) might ‘regard this as his preserve . . . there is to my mind no doubt that a review, conducted by the CPRS in the context of their broader concern with the disposition of our national resources as a whole, would represent the right course to take.’ Trend concluded significantly, ‘encounter resistance from the Secretary of State for Education and Science’—the minister holding the science brief: Margaret Thatcher.

There is one final piece of the puzzle that we need before continuing. To understand Thatcher’s role in the move towards greater marketization of science, as well as the relevance of Rothschild’s background and think tank to this shift, we need a sense of how the UK research council system operated in general, and the peculiar position of the ARC in particular. The system dated from around the time of World War I, as an institutional innovation that resolved some of the tensions arising as science sought an increased flow of state patronage. In its ideal form, approached by the Medical Research Council and—to a much smaller extent—parts of the Department for Scientific and Industrial Research, research councils were supposedly autonomous: the guidance of science policy was to be kept separate from the politicians responsible for the administration of, say, health or industrial matters. The ARC, however, was set up later (1931) and had only limited autonomy; its recommendations to the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (MAFF), for example, were merely advisory. Furthermore, the policies of the agricultural department, for much of the twentieth century, strongly reflected the interests of wealthy farmers and growing agri-business. The outcome can be labelled ‘landed science’: a research programme that felt the tug of its patrons’ concerns.

In the summer of 1970, the Minister of Agriculture was complaining that there was a ‘real problem about marrying together the pure research’ performed by the ARC with the ‘applied
research’ that was done on the ministry’s experimental farms.60 The minister, although ‘not personally seeking to empire build’, wanted the ‘ARC under the Ministry of Agriculture’. Soon, sides were taken. Not only the agriculture department but even the chief scientific adviser to the government and the chair of the Medical Research Council supported putting the ARC under MAFF’s control.61 Opposing them, the Royal Society insisted on no change without ‘consultation with the scientific profession’—that is to say, no change without Royal Society approval. Thatcher, in late December 1970, relayed the Royal Society’s view to the prime minister. 62 At this stage, then, Thatcher was comfortable merely acting as established science’s representative. She trod the departmental line: the ‘Secretary of State for Education and Science and her officials…believe that responsibility for research councils should continue [as before] as part of “Science”’, a view shared, thought Heath’s adviser, ‘by the great majority of scientists’.63

By early 1971, this almost trivial instance of normal politics—an everyday Whitehall tug-of-war over turf—was developing into something much more troublesome. ‘This minor irritant has been hanging around for a long time and creating increasing uncertainty’, wrote Robert Armstrong to the prime minister, and a ‘decision to leave the ARC as it is would be widely welcomed in itself as well as for removing the uncertainty.’ It was in this specific context that government research, a ‘minor irritant’, was placed as item seven in the think tank’s programme of research. But Rothschild had been charged with thinking the unthinkable. The report on Concorde had bluntly said, for example, that it should never have been built. Now, on science, Rothschild offered a radical solution to remove the ‘minor irritant’. In a memorandum entitled ‘How to ensure that 80% of the Agricultural Research Council’s programme is “user-orientated” without putting it under MAFF’, Rothschild spelled out that even research council science should be seen in terms of market forces and terminology: ‘It does not seem to be clearly understood that ... the labs and their research administrators...are contractors doing a job for a user who says what he wants done and how much he is prepared to pay for it.’ 65 This was precisely the market language and argument that the famous Rothschild Report, published later in November 1971, argued should frame all government applied science.66

Nevertheless, there was an argument to be won. The decisive meeting took place on 20 April 1971. In that month the first drafts of the Rothschild report were being circulated. Trend labelled it ‘rather revolutionary’ (which is usually, but not in this case, Whitehall mandarin parlance for ‘wrong’). Rothschild, in his cover note to the prime minister, wrote, tellingly, that he would ‘prefer to describe it as a business approach to a business matter.’ It was expected to be ‘emasculated’ as it encountered Whitehall special interests. Edward Heath rubbed his hands at the thought: ‘Excellent’, he wrote by hand on the report, ‘I’d like to hear what it does to them.’ The Royal Society, watching the developments closely and, fearing the ramifications for the relative autonomy of other research councils (and ultimately, perhaps, the Royal Society itself), protested. Alan Hodgkin, President of the Royal Society, wrote directly to Heath pleading, again, for the kind of ‘consultation’ that established science had received in the past.68 The Secretary of State for Education and Science was expected to represent, as she had done before, this position. With her strong support, Armstrong’s wish for an end to uncertainty and no change in the position of the ARC would be granted, and Rothschild’s radical reform would fall at the first ditch. The ARC was the case that would determine the general argument.

Gathered at 10 Downing Street on 20 April to discuss the future of the ARC, along with the prime minister, were Lord Rothschild, two senior civil servants (Sir William Armstrong, the head of the home civil service, and Robert Armstrong, Heath’s Principal Private
Secretary), and Margaret Thatcher. The new chief scientific adviser was not invited. Thatcher began by channelling the pure voice of established science:

a decision on the future of the ARC was urgently needed. . . . Her Council on Scientific Policy had expressed concern on this matter, and she had undertaken to report to them before any decision was implemented. The subject had recently flared up again, because the [Council on Scientific Policy] and the Royal Society had represented that the Research Council system had been thoroughly reviewed by the Trend Committee in 1963, in the course of which the Royal Society had been consulted. The outcome . . . had enjoyed [the] general agreement of the scientific world, and it was felt that the system was now working better than it had ever worked before.

In other words, at this stage of the meeting, Thatcher held strongly to the line that no major change was necessary. As a compromise she conceded that there was ‘some straight development work’ funded by the ARC that could be ‘hived off’. Nevertheless, her ‘main concern was to ensure that no change was made against the wishes of the scientists without having been consulted.’ Now it was the turn of the prime minister to ventriloquize. Heath spoke, subtly shifting Rothschild’s words: ‘in relation to the Research Councils Departments were consumers, and their main business as consumers was to define their requirements . . . and commission the appropriate work.’ Rothschild now stepped in, taking the cue to talk of ‘consumers’ as a proxy for his more forthright ‘customers’: 90% of research council research should be contracted applied research.

Presumably there followed vigorous argument over basic principles. Robert Armstrong, the expert minuter of the meeting, recorded in an artfully abbreviated summary that ‘In discussion it was recognized that this would be fundamentally different from the present system.’ We do not know how long this argument lasted. However, the next line in the minute indicates a momentous shift in Thatcher’s position, recorded in typically restrained Whitehall style:

The Secretary of State said that she did not object to a fundamental change, so long as its implications were worked out and appreciated before decisions were taken. The logical conclusion appeared to be that the Agricultural Research Council, the Medical Research Council and the Natural Environment Research Council would become organizations primarily dealing with applied research [and therefore research shaped decisively by customer–contractor market language]. . . . It was suggested that for tactical reasons it might be better to stop short of the logical conclusion, and there would be no objection to doing so, so long as the primary objective was achieved.

There are two broad ways of interpreting the note for the record. Either Thatcher, a relatively junior minister, had been called before her prime minister and senior civil servants and advisers, and had been told to change her mind. Or, rejecting this rather passive scenario, she herself had made the creative jump to market language. Either way, Thatcher had changed her mind. She now embraced the relevance of the market in shaping key areas of government science, and had already moved into ‘tactical’ considerations of how to sell the conclusion. The lady had turned. She had recognized a ‘primary objective’.

Reversing the Trend

There is no doubt that the parties to the Downing Street meeting felt that a fundamental change in policy had been decided. The meeting had ended on a conspiratorial note.
Heath ruled that the Rothschild study of the structure and organization of the research councils would continue its work, but no public announcement would be made: ‘In the meantime, the Secretary of State should temporize when she gave evidence. . . . There was no objection to its being known that the Government had put an inquiry in hand, but the direction which the inquiry was taking should for the time being remain confidential.’

When eventually published, in a complex process that made the Rothschild Report an annex to a green paper that held opposing views, Rothschild’s views met a chorus of criticism. ‘My report evoked squeals of anger, Gadarene-like in their intensity, from the scientific establishment’, recalled Rothschild in a lecture, adding that 121 scientists and doctors had signed letters of protest to *The Times*. The impact of the report was complex, but the report did indeed trigger a messy process of reform of government-funded science in which customer–contractor relationships figured strongly. In her memoirs, Margaret Thatcher would insist, rather implausibly, that protection of pure science was her main concern. Although her 1972 anniversary speech at the Royal Society contained some mollifying piétés about the continuing place for ‘fundamental research’, other documents from the time show that any concern for pure science was secondary to acceptance of the Rothschild principles.

Furthermore, once departments were buying research services from an internal market, it was a natural extension to ask for those internal suppliers to compete against external suppliers under the model of market testing. In the British context, the Rothschild report made a significant contribution towards a market turn in the sciences, directly in the case of the UK. However, arguably this was not the most important turn to emerge from this episode, which instead lies in its significance as a crossroads in global paths towards the marketization of state functions, and therefore, ultimately if indirectly, for science in an international context.

Historians of Thatcherism agree that Margaret Thatcher did not embrace a radical political agenda until the early 1970s. For example, in her 1968 lecture to the Conservative Political Centre, assessed by Young as her ‘first comprehensive attempt at an articulate political philosophy’, she spoke against ‘excessive government, but in terms that were inoffensive to the views of Heath and the leadership’. Only when the Heath administration was utterly shaken by a series of provoked and contingent events—a miners’ strike that raised the question ‘Who rules the country?’, the oil crisis, government interventions to save failing industries, and defeat in the general election of October 1974—did a context arise in which politicians of the right rethought their political philosophies. In particular, as Young emphasizes, Thatcher in Heath’s government was not the ‘frustrated monetarist’ of mythology but a substantial public spender, in an administration that shared a political and economic world view. ‘Two conclusions already seem inescapable’, writes Young:

One is that if the body of liberal economic ideas later known as Thatcherism already existed in the Conservative Party from 1965 onwards, it was a puny growth. It had no roots and carried only the feeblest conviction . . . .

It follows from this, secondly, that the images of betrayal in which these years have so often been portrayed are mostly convenient fantasy. By his shifts and turns Heath betrayed
nothing—because there was no significant body of opinion in the party that wanted him to
do anything else … .84

The change came from a tight coterie around Margaret Thatcher and Keith Joseph, who
had had a ‘road to Damascus’ experience in April 1974 and began attacking Heath and
calling for severe cuts in government spending, published as Reversing the trend in 1975.
‘It is safe to say’, writes Young, ‘that Sir Keith spoke for her, at a time when she herself
said little.’ Thatcher challenged Edward Heath for leadership of the Conservative Party in
February 1975, and won. Her radical right policies were well developed by the time that
she became prime minister in 1979.

But when did Thatcher start believing in Thatcherism? If by Thatcherism we mean
economic liberalism, then biographers such as Young trace a flow of ideas that had its
recent source in Hayek’s Road to Serfdom, that continued as a trickle in the small
Institute for Economic Affairs in the 1950s, and London School of Economics economist
Alan Walters and Alfred Sherman’s Centre for Policy Studies (CPS) in the 1960s, and
that became significant on the main political stage only in 1974, with the conversions of
Keith Joseph and Thatcher.85 However, the problem with accounting for neoliberalism as
a triumph of ideas is that very few economists accepted them. Even when Thatcher, as
prime minister, introduced the monetarist budget of 1981, the bulk of academic
economists (numbering 364) signed a letter advising against it. As Prasad writes, ‘the
ideas of supply-side economics never convinced more than a handful of people in the
1970s and early 1980s…the real question is why this small number of people acquired
such disproportionate power.’86 However, if we add to this picture the real choices made
in policy settings by politicians, then the 1971 reversal of science policy stands out as a
concrete and early moment when Thatcher chose the market as an alternative to
established models of resource allocation. I suggest that we look to this and other
concrete decision-making moments: we might find a train of episodes within which
Thatcher became a Thatcherite. Furthermore, science had a peculiarly significant strategic
position for Thatcher, for two reasons. First, science represented the best of the public
economy, and the research councils (at least the science and medical variants, not the
environmental and certainly not the Social Science Research Council), alongside grammar
schools and Oxbridge, as places where the public economy worked. Her esteem for elite
scientists, recorded in her memoirs, seems genuine and unforced. Thatcher enjoyed
repeating an anecdote about a great scientist and a great politician: ‘When Gladstone met
Michael Faraday, he asked him whether his work on electricity would be of any use.
“Yes, sir”, remarked Faraday with prescience. “One day you will tax it.”’87

She viewed science as a source of wealth, and therefore as a justified expenditure from the
public purse. Yet this elevation made science even more of a test case for her developing
views on economic liberalism. If markets could work for science policy, they could work
anywhere.

The second effect worked in the opposite direction. Margaret Thatcher had lived the life
of the working research scientist, as a final-year chemistry student in Dorothy Hodgkin’s
X-ray crystallography laboratory, as an investigator of glues for BX and as a food chemist
for Lyons & Co. Perhaps the most important effect of this experience was a negative one:
it was precisely because Thatcher knew what scientific research was like that made her
impervious to claims that science was a special case, with special features and incapable
of being understood by outsiders, and therefore that science policy should be left in the
hands of scientists. Such a strategy of persuasion and protection might have considerable purchase on a science minister with no direct experience of the working life of a scientist, but not Thatcher. The Royal Society’s insistence on consultation as part of the Rothschild process came from more than a professional association’s belief that it represented its members. The right to consultation, it was felt, was justified in the same way that the autonomy of research councils over political direction was justified, because the success of science depended on its independence and separation. Thatcher, who lived both worlds, saw no separation, in principle and in practice.
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‘All this may seem of limited importance. And indeed in terms of overall science policy it was. That was part of the problem. Arguments about the precise relations between departments and research councils were irrelevant to the wider and crucially important question of the Government’s strategic role in scientific research. Ted’s view was that pure research was not really work for Government-funded research and development, though he recognized that in any research establishment there was bound to be some proportion of pure or basic research. My view was precisely the opposite. It was only years later, when I was Prime Minister, that I was able to formulate my own answer to the problem, which was that Government should concentrate on funding basic science and leave its application and development to the private sector. But I already felt deeply uneasy about any policy that threatened to starve pure science of funds’. Thatcher, The path to power, op. cit. (note 26), pp. 174–175.
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